
LAW, SOCIETY,
and
INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE

Philip Selznick

In this study of "private govern
ment," Dr. Selznick examines the inter
play of legal ideas and social reality. He
traces the emergence of new legal
principles as older concepts lose their
force and relevance. Analyzing the social
foundations of industrial justice, he
argues that recent trends have created a
receptive institutional setting for the ac
ceptance of the "law of governance."
These trends are changing the character
of administration, altering the claims
asserted by participants, and erasing the
distinction between public and private
enterprise.

$7.00

ON RECORD

Files and Dossiers
in American Life

Stanton Wheeler, Editor

American society keeps a vast collec
tion of records on its members. Who
determines what records are kept? To
what extent do records follow an indi
vidual after he has left the setting in
which they were gathered? What are
some of the dangers and pitfalls in
record-keeping? On Record, with contri
butions from a number of leading social
scientists, provides descriptive accounts
of record-keeping in a variety of im
portant public and private organizations.

$12.50

THE POLITICS
OF CORRUPTION:

Organized Crime
in an
American City

John A. Gardiner

What are the consequences of long
term corruption for the governance of
cities already suffering from a host of
other social ills? One official in the Jus
tice Department answered thus: "The
rackets destroy a city. People's confi
dence has been destroyed-that's what
leads to riots. But the rackets can be
beaten-we'll just keep on attacking."

In this classic "Wincanton" study, the
author shows how City Hall and the
syndicate actually work together and
how the attitudes of the law-abiding
citizenry allow corruption to flourish.

$5.95"

THE FAMILY
and
INHERITANCE

Marvin B. Sussman, Judith N. Cates,
and David T. Smith

Two sociologists and a lawyer have
made an empirical study of inheritance.
The study shows a considerable sense of
continuing kinship responsibility among
the testators and a strong sense of equity
among the heirs. The authors report on
the social functions of inheritance and its
processes as viewed by both clients and
lawyers.

$12.50

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION
Distributed by Basic Books, Inc.

404 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016
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"We have a cure lor crime."

NAME------

ADDRESS

o Please bill me. ~
o Payment enclosed. (We pay postage.] ~

Illinois residents please add 5"'11 sales tax. \:!~

"Justitia is ill-equipped to meet our current needs;
it is essential that she remove that anachronistic
bandage from her eyes and look around at the com
munity she serves."

The authors' first premise is that our criminal
justice system is a moral busybody, unwisely
extended beyond its proper role of protecting
persons and property; it should not be used to
enforce private morality, particularly in regard
to alcohol, gambling, drugs, and sex. But they go
further and systematically present a program
which covers the amount, costs, causes, and vic
tims of crime; the reduction of violence; the
police; corrections; juvenile delinquency; the
function of psychiatry in crime control; orga
nized crime; and the uses of criminological
research.

Hardbound. 304 pages. $5.95.
Published by The University of Chicago Press.

"The prescription for crime control advanced in
this book will not, it may be confidently as
serted, be adopted by any legislature of the
country. This is not because its ideas are un
sound-indeed, it presents the distillation of the
best thinking on the subject in the straightest
talk the public has heard in a long time-but
because the whole problem of law enforcement
has become encased in myth, prejudice and
narrow politics. Yet if hard sense and cogent
argument can ever make aden t, surely this book
ought to do it."

Sanford H. Kadish

The Honest
Politician's Guide
to Crtme Control
Norval Morris and
Gordon Hawkins

"We have a cure for crime," Morris and
Hawkins boldly state. "We oller not a lightning
panacea but rather a legislative and administra
tive regimen which would substantially reduce
crime and the fear of crime."

"While I do not agree with all the conclusions of
The Honest Politician's Guide to Crime Control,
the approach is right down my alley. Indeed, it
is the best treatise on crime control that has
come off the press. In addition, the wit of the
presentation adds much enjoyment to what is
usually dull reading."

Justice Tom C. Clark

"If my book, The Crime of Punishment, per
suaded anyone that something should be done
to improve our control of criminal behavior, let
him now read this eloquent and intelligent pre
scription of precisely what to do.

"It is an enlightened book written by eloquent
juridical scientists."

Karl Menninger, M.D.

Order The University of Chicago Press
11030 South Langley Avenue

Form Chicago, Illinois 60628

Please send me copies of The
Honest Politician's Guide to Crime Con
trol at $5.95.

CITY-----STATE---ZIP _
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POINT OF VIEW:
Talks on Education
Edward H. Levi

"It is sometimes said that society will achieve the kind of education it deserves. Heaven
help us if this is so," remarks Edward Levi in one of the lectures published here. Levi
has served the University of Chicago for most of his professional life, as professor and
dean of its law school and as provost and president of the university. These talks were
given between 1963 and 1969 to various audiences of greater or lesser formality. They
embody a basic approach to higher education - illuminating problems, choices, and
directions. Throughout these talks, the reader will find expressions of Levi's essential
belief that "the university must stand for reason and for persuasion by reason."

1970 LC:73-101493 144 pages Cloth $4.50 Paper $1.25

COLLEGE CURRICULUM AND STUDENT PROTEST
Joseph Schwab

An experienced and popular educator, Schwab is here concerned with the student and
his needs both as a person and as a student. He sees the protesting student as a symp
tom of a diseased curriculum. From this diagnosis he proceeds through an examination
of curricular needs and resources to a set of prescriptions: "practical," "curricular," and
"community." The curriculum he devises is wide ranging and includes much that would
be considered extracurricular; it is deeply traditional, yet in many ways revolutionary.

1969 LC:69-15416 303 pages $4.95

THE SUPREME COURT REVIEW, 1969
Edited by Philip B. Kurland

The Supreme Court Review is published annually to fulfill the need for sustained,
disiraerested, and competent criticism of the professional qualities of the Court's opin
ions. "It is this kind of stocktaking analysis - a look at where a series of case-by-case
decisions is taking the Court and us - that will be the greatest service this publication
can render to the Court and through it to society." -A merican Bar Association Journal,
H ••• a work I have always found essential to my understanding of Supreme Court
decisions." -Arthur Krock. LC :60-14353 528 pages $17.50

The University of Chicago Press, Chicago 60637
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"The finest
book on the

American
police

ever
written." *

Joint Center for Urban Studies

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY PRESS

Cnmbridge, Mass. 02138

VARIETIES OF
POLICE BEHAVIOR

The Management of Law and
Order in Eight Communities

By James Q. Wilson
One of the most timely books out
today looks at how "cops" act and
why. What is the distinction be
tween the policeman's duty to
lila in tain order and his obligation
to enforce the law? What about
d iscret ion ? Liberty? Physical
force? How do law, local politics,
public opinion, and behavior of
offenders affect policing styles?
How could police departments be
restructured to better use police
resources and manpower? Here
are some straight answers.

"A welcome and sympathetic re
port ... [given] with a kind of
realism not often found in soci
ological literature." - American
Soclolooicu! Review
"Rich ... full to the brim with
increasing details and shrewd in
sight. Anyone who wants to have
an informed opinion about the
policeman's relation to law and
order ought to read it." - "The
~VCW Leader
"Provocative ... controversial ...
significant."-Libra1'Jj Journal

"An important book."-The J020'
nal of Amc1'ican History $6.50

And ••.

TRAFFIC AND
THE POLICE

Variations in
Law-Enforcement Policy

By John A. Gardiner
"Shows the interplay of a num
bel' of related structures in the
ud m ini st ration of comrnunlty
justice, the courts, the city ad
ministration, as well as overt and
covert public pressures as influ
ences upon traffic enforcement
practices. Most importantly, the
volume confirms a persistent pub
lic suspicion that no widespread,
uniform traffic enforcement pol
icy can or does exist from com
munity to community in the na
tion." - Public Administration.
Review $6.00
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ny original, unpublished manu
script on the topic of "Law and Society,"
su bmi tted to a nd accepted by Harvard

University Press between January 1, 1970,
and December 31, 1973, is eligible for The
Robert l~roup Paine Prize. The prize,

amounting to $3,000 in addition to the usual
royal ties, is awarded every four years for the

best book in a subject category accepted for

publication during the preceding four years.
"Law and Society" is the fourth category to

be open for competition.

The prize is awarded by Harvard University
Press on behalf of l"'he Robert l"'roup Paine

Publication Fund established by Dr. Martyn

Paine (A.B., Harvard, 1813; M.D., Harvard,

1816) in memory of his son Robert Troup
Paine.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
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Low in Action
rii1< rii1

Messinger, Center for the Study of Law and
Society, {Jniversity of California, Berkeley

JUDGING DELINQUENTS: Context and Process in Juvenile Court
by Robert M. Emerson, University of California, Los Angeles
A detailed sociological analysis of the juvenile court in Cali
fornia, this book examines court personnel and their relations
with those institutions comprising the court's working environ
ment (schools, the police, churches, social welfare agencies,
etc. l ; how these relations shape the court's activities, and the
processes by which the court disposes of its caseload.

293 pp. $8.95.

SETTLED OUT OF COURT: The Social Process of Insurance Claims
Adjustment
by H. Laurence Ross, Professor of Sociology and Laio, Univer
sity of Denver
Focusing on the sociology of insurance claims adjusters (who
they are, how and what they learn, and why and how they
respond to social pressures) as an occupational group, this
book investigates law in action as it develops in the out-of-court
settlement of automobile bodily injury claims. It shows how the
negotiation process extends the law beyond the courtroom, dis
torting and redirecting it. 228 pp. $8.75.

SOCIAL ACTION AND LEGAL CHANGE: Revolution Within the Juvenile
Court
by Edwin M. Lemert, University of Californa, Davis
Based on a detailed analysis of change in law and in the admin
istration of justice affecting juvenile ofTenders in California,
this book examines the way in which changing attitudes toward
social phenomena result in pressures for change that alter social
institutions. 240 pp. $7.50.

ALDINE PUBLISHING CO. • 529 S. Wabash Ave. • Chicago, 60605
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MEMBERSHIP FORM 

Membership in the Law and Society Association may be obtained by mailing 
this form with a check0 for the appropriate amount to Miss Ann Wallace, Law 
and Society Association, Social Science Building, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706. Annual dues entitles the member ( or joint 
members) to a year's subscription to the Review. 

Type of membership 
Student 
Regular 
Joint (husband and wife) 

Dues 
$ 5.00 

10.00 
12.00 

No extra charge is made for foreign memberships. Contributions to the Associ
ation will be welcomed in the form of the following membership categories, all 
of which also provide for a year's subscription to the Review. 

Sustaining $ 15 .00 
Contributing 25 .00 
Corporate 100.00 

Name _________________________ _ 

Mailing address ____________________ _ 

Place of employment or study ________________ _ 

Occupation _______________________ _ 

Type of membership ___________________ _ 

Amount enclosed _____________________ _ 

0 Payable to the Law and Society Association 

ORDER FORM 

To YoUR LmRABIAN ( or Sage Publications, Inc.) - for institutional or non
member subscription, order from: SAGE PUBLICATIONS, Inc. / 275 South 
Beverly Drive / Beverly Hills, California 90212 

NAME INSTITUTION 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

Please enter my subscription to I.Aw & SocmTY Review for one year ( check 
one): 

Institutional Subscription . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 15 .00 
__ Foreign (outside the United States) Subscription ............ 16.00 
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Beginning May 1970 

criminology 
An Interdisciplinary Journal 

(formerly CRIMINOLOGICA) 

The Official Publication of the American Society of Criminology 
will be published by SAGE Publications, Inc. 

CRIMINOLOGY is devoted to crime and deviant behavior, as found in 
sociology, psychology, psychiatry, law, and social work, as well as in 
newer disciplines such as urban design, systems analysis, and decision 
theory as applied to crime and criminal justice. The major emphasis is on 
empirical research and scientific methodology. 

EDITOR: C. Ray Jeffery, Florida State University 

EDITORIAL BOARD 
Gerhard O.W. Mueller (Chai rman) 
Albert Morris 
Simon Dinitz 
Jaime Toro Calder 
Denis Szabo 

New York University 
Boston University 
Ohio State University 
University of Puerto Rico 
University of Montreal 

Membership in the American Society of Criminology is available from 
Miss Ch r istine Schultz, Execut ive Secretary, American Society of Crimin
ology, Depar tment of Sociology, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 

Subscriptions : Regular institutional rate, $15.00 for one year ( outside the 
U.S. $16.00); professionals and teachers ordering a personal subscription
bi lled to individual-may deduct one-th ird from the regular rate (one-year 
rate $10.00); full-time university and college students may deduct one-half 
from the regular rate (one-year rate $7.50). Add $1.00 for subscriptions 
outside the U.S. 

Nonmember subscriptions are available from : SAGE Publications, Inc., 
275 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90212. 
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